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Abstract　In this paper , w e consider the nonlinear elliptic sy stems under the contr ollable g row th
condition. We use a new method introduced by Duzaar and Grotow ski, for prov ing partial r egularit y
for weak solutions, based on a generalization of the technique of harm onic approx imation. We ex tend
previous partial regularity r esults under the natural growth condition to the case of the contr ollable
gr ow th condition, and establishing the optimal Holder exponent fo r t he derivativ e of a weak solution
directly .
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1　Introduction
In this paper w e are concerned w ith the part ial regularity for the w eak solutions of nonlinear




D A i ( x , u, Du) = B i ( x , u, Du)　　i = 1, ⋯, N　in　 ( 1)
w here is a bounded domain in R
n
, u taking values in R
N
, and A i (·, ·,·) has values in R
nN
.
To def ine the w eak solut ion to ( 1) , one needs to impose certain structural and regularity condi-
tions on A i and the inhomogeneity B i, as well as to restrict u to a part icular class of functions as
follow s:
( A1)　A i ( x ,  , p ) are dif ferentiable funct ions in p w ith bounded and cont inuous deriva-
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( x ,  , p ) L　for all　( x ,  , p ) ∈ ×RN × RnN .





( x ,  , p )# # ∀ # 2　for all　x ∈ ,  ∈ RN　and　p ,#∈R nN .
　　(A3)　T here exists !∈( 0, 1) and K : [ 0, ∞)→[ 0, ∞) monotone nondecreasing such
that
 A ( x ,  , p ) - A ( x~,  ~, p )  K (    ) (  x - x~ 2 +   -  ~ 2 )
!
2 ( 1 +  p  )
for all x , x~∈ ,  ,  ~∈RN , and p∈RnN ; w ithout loss of g enerality w e take K  1.
Form ( A1) and ( A2) w e immediately deduce the follow ing:
 A i ( x ,  , p ) - A i ( x ,  , p 0 )  L  p - p 0 ; ( 2)
( A i ( x ,  , p ) - A i ( x ,  , p 0 ) ) ( p - p 0)  ∀ p - p 0 2 ( 3)
for x∈ ,  ∈RN and p , p 0∈RnN .
Further ( A1) allow s us to deduce the ex istence of a funct ion ∃: [ 0, ∞)× [ 0, ∞)→[ 0,
∞) w ith ∃( t , 0) = 0 for all t such that t  →∃( t, s) is monotone nondecreasing for f ix ed s, s  →
∃( t , s) is concave and monotone nondecreasing for fixed t , and such that for all ( x ,  , p ) , ( x~,









( x~,  ~, p~) ∃(    +  p  ,  x - x~ 2 +   -  ~ 2 +  p - p~ 2) . ( 4)
　　Now we require that
( B)　B i fulfill the follow ing g row th condit ion.








if n 3, or any exponent if n= 2.
Def inition　By a w eak solut ion of ( 1) under the controllable grow th condit ion ( A 1) -
( A3) and ( B) w e mean a vector valued funct ion u∈H
1, 2( , R
N ) such that
∫A i ( x , u, Du) D %
i
dx =∫B i( x , u, Du)%
i
dx , ( 6)
for all %∈C∞0 ( , RN ) .
Even under reasonable assumptions on A i and B i, in the case of systems of equat ions ( i. e.
N > 1) one cannot , in general, expect that w eak solut ions of ( 1) w ill be classical, i. e. C
2
-solu-
tions. This was first show n by De Giorgi [ 4] - [ 5] ; w e refer the reader to [ 14, Chapter 2. 3]
for further discussion, as w ell as addit ional ex amples and references. T he goal, then, is to estab-
lish partial regularity theory. We refer the reader to monographs of Giaquinta [ 14] and [ 15] for
an ex tensive treatment of partial regularity theory for systems of the form ( 1) , as w ell as more
general ellipt ic sy stems. Further discussion can be seen in [ 9] , [ 11] .
In most direct proofs, the crucial step of improv ing an inequlity of Caccioppoli or reverse-
Poincare type, in order to be able to g ain decay estimates on the so-called excesses, is accom-
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for the solut ion u, for some q< 2. Gehring′s Lemma [ 10] can then be adapted to show local L
p-
integrability of  Du for some p> 2. The desired decay of the excess is then obtained by a lin-
earization argument . Precisely, one “f reezes the coef ficients”at the centre of the given ball for
w hich the excess is small, to obtain an ellipt ic system with constant coef ficients. The solut ion of
the Dirichlet problem associated to these coeff icients w ith boundary data u and the solution itself
can then be compared. This procedure w as first carried out by Giaquinta-M odica [ 13] . T he ob-
struction to obtaining full regularity in one step is the applicat ion of Gehring′s Lemma, because it
is not possible to measure p explicitly in terms of the structural parameters of the system . We
should that there are more elementary, direct proofs for partial regularity for some elliptic sys-
tems fulfilling st ructure condit ions w hich are stricter than those considered here, see e. g . [ 12] .
In the proof g iven by Duzaar and Grotouski in [ 8] , the key difference is that the solution is
compared not to the solution of the Dirichlet problem for the system with forzen coef ficients ( the
“A -harmonic system”) , but rather to an A -harmonic function which is close to u in L
2
. This ap-
proach necessitates a somewhat different form of the Caccioppoli inequality, but it means that w e
do not need the reverse-Holder inequalit ies or the Gehring Lemma. As a consequence the proof is
much more elementary : in addit ion, this removes the hindrance to obtaining the opt imal regulari-
ty result in one step see [ 2] , [ 3] . The comparison is made possible by the technique of A-har-
monic approximation w hich has its origins in Simon′s proof [ 17] of the regularity theorem of Al-
lard [ 1] .
Now w e may state the main result
Theorem 1. 1　Let u∈H 1, 2( , RN ) be a w eak solut ion to ( 1) under the structure assump-
tions ( A1) - ( A3) and ( B) . Then 0 is open in , and u∈C
1, !
( 0 , R
N
) . Further - 0! & 1
∪&2 , w here
&1 = { x 0∈ : lim inf
∋→0+
f B∋( x0)  Du - ( Du) x 0, ∋ 
2dx > 0} ,
and
& 2 = { x 0 ∈ : lim sup
∋→0+
(  ux
0, ∋ +  ( Du) x0, ∋ ) = ∞} ,
and in part icular, L n( - 0) = 0.
The fact that w e obtain the opt imal Holder cont inuity C
1, !
in the regular set in one step is
new . Note also that our method carries through for the case != 1, in this case yielding u∈C1,
( 0 , R N ) for all ∈( 0, 1) . T he next sect ion w e w ill present the idea of A -harmonic approx ima-
tion lemma.
We close this sect ion by brief ly summarizing the notation we use in this paper. As noted
above, w e consider a bounded domain ! Rn, and maps f rom to RN , w here w e take n 2, N
 1. For a given set X we denote by L n ( X ) and H k( X ) its n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, re-
spectively. We w rite B ∋( x 0 ) = { x∈R
n:  x - x 0 < ∋} , and further B∋= B∋( 0) , B = B1. For
bounded X! Rn w ith L n( X ) > 0 we denote the average of a given g∈L 1( X ) > 0 by f Xgdx , i. e.





( X )∫Xgdx . In particular, w e w rite gx 0,∋= f B∋(x0)gdx . We let n denote the volume of
the unit-ball in R
n , i. e. n= L
n ( B ) . We w rite Bil( R




2　The A-harmonic Approximation Technique
In this sect ion w e present the A-harmonic approx imat ion lemma, and for completeness also
include tw o standard est imates from linear theory. We rest rict ourselves here to noting that the
lemma is in fact true if condition ( 8) is replaced by the ( w eaker) Legendre-Hadamard condit ion.
Such a version has already been applied in the contex t of geometric measure theory by F . Duzaar
and K. Stef fen, ( see [ 16] , Lemma 3. 3; [ 7] , Lemma 2. 2) .
Lemma 2. 1　Consider f ix ed positive ∀and L , and n, N∈N w ith n 2. Then for any g iven
(> 0 there exists )= )( n, N , ∀, L , ()∈( 0, 1] w ith the follow ing property : for any A∈Bil
( R
nN ) satisfy ing
A (#,#)  ∀ # 2　for all　#∈ RnN ( 7)
and
 A (#, #-)  L  #  #- 　for all　#,#-∈ RnN ( 8)
for any g∈H
1, 2
( B ∋( x 0 ) , R
N
) ( for some ∋> 0, x 0∈Rn) satisfying
∋- n∫B∋( x 0)  Dg 
2dx 1 ( 9)
and
∋- n∫B∋( x0) A ( Dg, D%) dx ) supB∋( x 0)  D% 　for all　%∈ C
1
0 ( B∋( x 0) , RN ) ( 10)
there exists an A -harmonic function
h∈ H = w ∈ H 1, 2 ( B∋( x 0 ) , RN ) ∋
- n
∫B∋( x0)  Dw  
2dx 1
sat isfying
∋- n- 2∫B ∋( x 0)  h - g 
2
dx (. ( 11)
　　Nex t w e state the Poincare inequality in a convenient form.
Def inition 2. 1　For such A∈Bil ( R
nN ) w e call h∈H
1, 2( , R
N ) A -harmonic if it sat isf ies
∫A ( Dh, D%) dx = 0　for all　 %∈C10 ( , RN ) .
　　Lemma 2. 2　There ex ists Cp depending only on n, w ithout loss of generality Cp 1, such
that every u∈H
1, 2
( B ∋( x 0) , R
N
) sat isf ies
∫B ∋( x 0)  u - ux 0, ∋ 
2
Cp∋2∫B∋( x 0)  Du 
2dx .
　　For a proof we refer the reader to e. g. [ 16, Sect ion 7. 8] ; note f rom ( 7. 45) in that book
that the above result follow s with Cp= 2
2n
.
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Our final tool is a standard est imate for the solut ions to homogeneous second order elliptic
systems w ith constant coeff icients.
Lemma 2. 3　Consider A , ∀and L as in Lemma 2. 1. T hen there exists C0 depending only
on n, N , ∀and L ( w ithout loss of generality w e take C0 1) such that any A-harmonic function













 D 2h 2 C0∋2- n∫B∋( x0)  Dh 
2
dx .
3　Caccioppol i Second Inequality
In this section w e prove the Caccioppoli Second Inequality. In w hat follow s we will adopt the
argument used in [ 15] , w here the authors consider the part ial regularity of minim izers of quasi-
convex integrals. First of all, w e have
Lemma 3. 1　Let f ( t) be a nonnegative bounded function def ined for 0 T 0 t T 1. Sup-
pose that for T 0 t< s T 1, w e have
f ( t ) A ( s - t ) - + B( s - t ) - ! + C + ∗f ( s)
w here A , B, , !, ∗are nonnegative constants and ∗< 1. Then there ex ists a constant C1= C1(∗,
, !) such that for every ∋, R, T 0 ∋< R T 1, w e have
f (∋) C1 [ A ( R - ∋) - + B ( R - ∋) - ! + C] .
　　For x 0∈ , u0∈RN , p 0∈RnN , we define P= { p i( x ) } , i= 1, ⋯, N , p i= ui0+ p i0 ( x - x 0 )
and w e simply w rite P= u0+ p 0 ( x- x 0) .




) be a w eak solut ion of
systems ( 1) , and the condit ions in Theorem 1. 1 are sat isf ied. Then for every x 0∈ , u0∈RN
and arbit rary ∋and R w ith 0< ∋< R< min( 1, dist ( x 0 , ) ) we have
∫
B∋( x 0)
 Du - p 0 2dx C
2






 u( x ) - u0 - p 0( x - x 0 )  2dx
　 + C3 nR
n+ 2!













w here C2 depending only on ∀and L , C3 depending only on ∀and !.





%≡ +( u - P ) , 　,≡ ( 1 - +) ( u - P ) ( 13)
　　So that
%+ ,= u - P , 　 D%+ D,= Du - p 0.




A i ( x , u, p 0 + D%) D %idx




[ A i ( x , u, p 0 + D%) - A i ( x , u, p 0 ) ] D %idx +∫
B
t










d∗D !%jD %idx +∫
B
t




 D% 2dx +∫
B
t
A i ( x , u, p 0) D %idx .
( 14)





























































































 B i( x , u, Du)   % dx
= I + I I + II I + I V . ( 15)
　　Since suppD,! B t\ B s , and
 D% ,　 D% C Du - p 0 + C
t - s
 u - P .
　　From ( 15) and by using the young′s inequality w e get that
I C
1
( t - s) 2∫
B
t





 Du - p 0 2dx .

























 u - P 2dx
and
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 D% 2 + 1(K
2 (  u0 +  p 0 ) ( 1 +  p 0 ) 2( 1+ !) tn+ 2! n .



















　　Combining these est imates in ( 15) . Noting that t
2!
1- ! t
2! for t 1, that K 2 K
2
1- !( K  1) ,
that ( 1+  p 0 ) 2+ 2! ( 1+  p 0 )
2







 Du - p 0 2dx C2






 u - P  2dx
　 + C3 nt
n+ 2!
[ K (  u0 +  p 0 ) ( 1 +  p 0 ) ]
2
1- !
















 Du - p 0 2dx .　( 17)
　　Now we fill the hole, i. e. w e add C5 times the left-hand side of ( 17) to both sides of ( 17)
and w e get
f ( s)
A
( t - s)
2 + C + ∗f ( t)
w ith










 u - P 2dx
C = C3 nRn+ 2![ K (  u0 +  p 0 ) ( 1 +  p 0 ) ]
2















　　Here the result follow s at once f rom Lemma 3. 1.
4　The Proof of The Main Theorem





) to be a weak solut ion of ( 1) . We consider ∋< 1, and %∈C∞0 ( B∋( x 0) , RN ) with
sup
B∋( x0)






( x 0, u0 , p 0) (Du - p 0) D%dx
C6 ∃
1
2 (  u0 +  p 0  , − ( x 0, ∋, p 0) ) −
1
2 ( x 0, ∋, p 0) + − ( x 0, ∋, p 0) + ∋!H 3(  u0 +  p 0 ) .
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　　Here and hereafter, w e def ine
− ( x 0, ∋, p 0) = -∫B∋( x0)  Du - p 0 
2dx ,
and











( x 0, u0, p 0 + t ( Du - p 0) ) dt( Du - p 0 ) D%dx
=∫B∋( x 0) ( A i ( x 0, u0 , Du) - A i ( x 0 , u0, p 0) ) D%dx
=∫B∋( x 0) ( A i ( x 0, u0, Du) - A i ( x , u, Du) ) D%dx +∫B∋( x0)B i( , u, Du) %dx .






( x 0 , u0, p 0) ( Du - p 0) D%dx







( x 0 , u0, p 0) dt( Du - p 0 ) D%dx












( x 0, u0 , p 0 + t( Du - p 0) ) dt( Du - p 0 ) D%dx
　 +∫B∋( x 0) ( A i ( x 0 , u0 , Du) - A i ( x , u, Du) ) D%dx +∫B∋( x0) B i( , u, Du) %dx . ( 18)
　　Using ( A1) and the est imate ( 4) for the modulus of cont inuity of
A
p
, and hence ( 18)






( x 0 , u0, p 0) ( Du - p 0) D%dx
2L∫B∋( x0) ∃
1
2 (  u0 +  p 0 ,  Du - p 0 2 )  Du - p 0 dx
　 +∫B∋( x 0)  A i ( x 0, u0, Du) - A i ( x , u0 + p 0( x - x 0 ) , Du)  dx
　 +∫B∋( x 0)  A i ( x , u0 , p 0( x - x 0 ) , Du) - A i ( x , u( x ) , Du)  dx





+  u r - 1 + 1)  % dx
= I + II + I I I + I V .





2  u0 +  p 0 , -∫B∋( x 0)  Du - p 0 
2






　　We abbreviate K (  u0 +  p 0 ) by . and est imate, using ( A3) Young′s inequality, . 1 and
∋ 1:
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II 2.2 ( 1 +  p 0 ) 1+ ! n∋n+ ! +∫B∋( x0)  Du - p 0 
2
dx . ( 20)
　　We also est imate by using ( A3) and applying Young′s inequality again
II I .∫B∋( x 0)  u - P  
!
( 1 +  p 0 ) dx + .∫B∋( x0)  u - P 
! Du - p 0 dx
.∫B∋( x 0) ( 1 +  p 0 ) ∋
! 1
∋ u - P 
!
dx + .2∫B∋( x0)∋
2! 1
∋ u - P 
2!
dx
　 +∫B∋( x 0)  Du - p 0 
2dx
2
∋2∫B∋( x0)  u - P 
2
dx + 2( .( 1 +  p 0 ) )
2
( 1- !)
n∋n+ ! +∫B∋( x0)  Du - p 0 
2
dx , ( 21)




2- ! ∋! for ∋ 1. By Lemma 2.
2 we can further est imate from ( 21) :
I II ( 1 + 2Cp )∫B∋( x 0)  Du - p 0 




　　Since .2( 1+  p 0 ) ) 1+ ! ( .( 1+  p 0 ) )
2
1- !, w e can combine the above est imates to obtain
I I + I I I 2( 1 + Cp )∫B∋( x0)  Du - p 0 
2dx + 4( .( 1 +  p 0 ) )
2
1- !
n∋n+ ! ( 22)
and using the fact that sup
B∋( x 0)
 % ∋ 1 and 1< r- 1 5, w e have























+ C n∋n+ 1 [ 1 + (  u0 +  p 0 ) r- 1]






























　 + C n∋n+ 1[ 1 + (  u0 +  p 0 ) r- 1 ]
∫B∋( x 0)  Du - p 0 
2
dx + C∋n+ r n + C∋n+ 1 n[ ( 1 +  p 0 2) + ( 1 +  u0 +  p 0 ) 5 ] ( 23)
　　Now note that H ( t) is monotone nondecreasing and takes values in [ 1, ∞) . Combining






( x 0 , u0, p 0) ( Du - p 0) D%dx
C6 ∃
1
2 (  u0 +  p 0 , − ( x 0,∋, p 0 ) ) −
1
2 ( x 0 ,∋, p 0 ) + − ( x 0, ∋, p 0) + ∋!H 3(  u0 +  p 0 )
　　Lemma 4. 2　Consider u sat isfying the conditions of T heorem 1. 1 and ! fixed. Then w e
can find positive constants C8, C9 and ), and ∗∈( 0, 1) ( w ith C13 depend only on n, N , ∀, and
L and w ith C12, ∗, and )depending only on these quantit ies as w ell as !) such that the smallness
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condit ions ∋ ∋1 .
∃(  u0 +  ( Du) x
0
, ∋ , − ( x 0, ∋, ( Du) x
0
, ∋) ) + − ( x 0 , ∋, ( Du) x
0
, ∋) ) )2 / 4
and
C13∋!H 8 (  u0 +  p 0 ) )/ 4
tog ether imply the g rowth condition
− ( x 0, ∗∋, ( Du) x0, ∗∋) ∗
2! 1




0 (  ux0, ∋ +  ( Du) x 0, ∋ ) .
　　Proof of Lemma 4. 2　For (> 0 to be determined later , w e take )= )( n, N , ∀, L , ()∈
( 0, 1] to be corresponding constant f rom the A -harmonic approximat ion lemma, Lemma 2. 1,
and set
w ( x ) =
u( x ) - ux
0
, ∋- p 0( x - x 0 )




now for arbitrary %∈C∞0 ( B∋( x 0) , RN )





( x 0 , u0, p 0) Dw D%dx
∃
1
2 (  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 , − ( x 0 ,∋, p 0 ) ) + −
1




 D% , ( 24)
and ( not ing that C6> 2
n> n)








　　If the smallness condit ion
∃
1
2 (  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 , − ( x 0,∋, p 0) ) + −
1
2 ( x 0 ,∋, p 0 ) )
2
( 26)
is sat isfied, inequalit ies ( 24) and ( 25) allow us to apply the A -harmonic approximation lemma,
Lemma 2. 1, to conclude the ex istence of a
A
p
( x 0 , u0, p 0) -harmonic function h∈H 1, 2 ( B∋( x 0 ) ,
R
N ) satisfy ing
∋- n- 2∫B∋( x0)  w - h 
2
dx ( ( 27)
and
∋- n∫B∋( x0)  Dh 
2
dx 1. ( 28)
　　From Lemma 2. 3 and ( 28) w e have
sup
B∋/2( x0)









 h( x ) - h( x 0 ) - Dh( x 0 ) ( x - x 0)  2 C0∋2 ( 2∗∋)
4 = 16C0∗4∋2. ( 29)
　　We have then
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　( 2∗∋) ( - n- 2)∫B
2∗∋( x0)
 w ( x ) - h( x 0 ) - Dh( x 0 ) ( x - x 0)  2dx
2( 2∗∋) ( - n- 2)∫B
2∗∋( x0)
 w - h 2dx +∫B
2∗∋( x 0)
 h( x ) - h( x 0 ) - Dh( x 0 ) ( x - x 0)  2dx
2( 2∗∋) ( - n- 2) (∋n+ 2(+ 16C0 n( 2∗∋) n∗4∋2)
= 2- n- 1∗- n- 2(+ 4C0 n∗2. ( 30)
　　Set ting /= C6( − ( x 0 ,∋, p 0 ) + 4)- 2∋2!H 6(  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 ) ) 1/ 2 and recalling that the mean-val-
ue of u( x ) - ( p 0+ /Dh( x 0) ) ( x- x 0 ) ) on B2∗∋( x 0) is ux 0, 2∗∋, w e have
　( 2∗∋) ( - n- 2)∫B
2∗∋( x0)
 u( x ) - ux
0
, 2∗∋- ( p 0 + /Dh( x 0 ) ) ( x - x 0 )  2dx
2( 2∗∋) ( - n- 2)∫B
2∗∋( x0)
 u( x ) - ux
0
, 2∗∋- p 0 ( x - x 0) - /( h( x 0 ) + Dh( x 0) ( x - x 0 ) )  2dx
= /2 ( 2∗∋) ( - n- 2)∫B
2∗∋( x 0)
 w ( x ) - h( x 0) - Dh( x 0) ( x - x 0 )  2dx
C7(∗- n- 2(+ ∗2 ) ( − ( x 0,∋, p 0) + 4)- 2∋2!H 6(  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 ) ) ( 31)
w here C7= ( 2- n- 1+ 4 nC0 ) C26( depending on n, N , ∀, and L ) . Note that C7 1. Here w e have
used ( 30) in obtaining the second-last inequality .
Applying Theorem 3. 1 on B 2∗∋( x 0) with u0= ux
0
, 2∗∋, and p 0+ /Dh( x 0 ) in place of p 0 y ields
　∫B∗∋( x 0)  Du - ( p 0 + /Dh( x 0 ) )  
2dx
C2
( 2∗∋) 2∫B2∗∋( x0)  u( x ) - ux0, 2∗∋- ( p 0 + /Dh( x 0) ) ( x - x 0 )  
2
dx + F ( 32)
for
F C3 n ( 2∗∋) n+ 2!H (  ux
0
, 2∗∋ +  p 0 + /Dh( x 0)  ) + C4∫B2∗∋(  Du 





= F1 + F 2 ( 33)
af ter taing into account the definit ion of H . We note using Lemma 2. 3 and ( 28)
 /Dh( x 0)  C6 C0 ( − ( x 0 ,∋, p 0 ) + 4)- 2∋2!H 16 (  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 ) ) 1/ 2 . ( 34)
　　Further by using Lemma 2. 2 ( note that u ( x ) - ux
0
, ∋- p 0 ( x - x 0 ) has mean value on
B∋( x 0) , w e have
 ux 0, 2∗∋  ux 0, ∋ +  f B2∗∋( x 0) ( u - ux 0, ∋- p 0( x - x 0) ) dx  
 ux 0, ∋ + f B2∗∋( x 0)  u - ux 0, ∋- p 0( x - x 0)  
2dx  1/ 2
 ux
0
, ∋ + ( 2∗) -
n
2 f B∋( x 0)  u - ux 0, ∋- p 0( x - x 0 )  
2dx  1/ 2
 ux
0
, ∋ + Cp
( 2∗) n/ 2∋
− ( x 0,∋, p 0 ) + 4)- 2∋2!H 16(  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 ) 1/ 2 ( 35)
Thus, not ing ∋ 1, w e combine ( 34) and ( 35) to obtain
　 ux 0, 2∗∋ +  p 0 + /Dh( x 0)  
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 ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 + C6 C0 + Cp
( 2∗) n/ 2
− ( x 0 ,∋, p 0) + 4)- 2∋2!H 16 (  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 ) 1/ 2
　　Assume that w e have
C6 C0 +
Cp
( 2∗) n/ 2




2 C6 C0 +
Cp
( 2∗) n/ 2
∋!H 8 (  ux
0
,p  +  p 0 ) )- 1 1
2
( 37)
　　From ( 36) and Cp= 2
2n, w e have
∗- n− ( x 0, ∋, p 0) 14 . ( 38)
　　Then w e see f rom ( 32) , ( 33) and ( 37) , recalling also that H  1,
F1 C8 n∋n∗2!∋2!H 16(  u0, p  +  p 0 )
for C8= max { 2n+ 2!C3, 1} depending on n, ∀0 and !. Now w e est imate the term F2 ,
F2 C4 ∫B
2∗∋




+  p 0 4( 1-
1
r






 Du - p 0 2dx
r- 1
+ (  u0 +  p 0 ) 2( r- 1) ( n ( 2∗∋) n) 2 1-
1




C9 n{ (∗- n− ( x 0, ∋, p 0) ) 2( 1-
1
r
) (∗∋) n+ n( 1-
2
r
) + (∗- n− ( x 0 ,∋, p 0 ) ) r- 1 (∗∋) n+ n(r - 2)








+ (  u0 +  p 0 ) 2( r- 1) (∗∋) n+ n 1-
2














n } . By using ( 38) and not ing n( 1-
2
r
) = 2, n( r- 2) > 2 and
∗∋< 1, !∈( 0, 1) .
Since 2( r- 1) + 4( 1-
1
r
) 16 if n 3; 2( r- 1) + 4( 1- 1
r
) < 2( r+ 1) , if n= 2, T hus




( ∗∋) n+ 2!
C9 nH
16(  u0 +  p 0 ) ( ∗∋) n+ 2!
　　Then w e see f rom est imates of F1 and F2, we have
F C10 n( ∗∋) n∗2!∋2!H 16 (  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 )
for C10= max { C8 , C9} . We have then from ( 31) , ( 32) and the est imate of F, assuming that
( 36) and ( 31) hold ( and using Theorem 4. 1 w ith u0= ux0, 2∗∋) . Taking p 0= ( Du) x0, ∋
　− ( x 0 , ∗∋, ( Du) x
0
, ∗∋) - 1n (∗∋) - n∫B∗∋( x 0)  Du - ( p 0 + /Dh( x 0 ) )  
2dx
- 1
n (∗∋) - n
C2







n (∗- n- 2(+ ∗2) ( − ( x 0, ∋, p 0) + 4)- 2∋2!H 6 (  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 ) )
　 + C10∋2!∗2!H 16 (  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 ) ( 39)
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n  1 ( depending on n, N , ∀, L and !) , and w e then fix ∗∈
( 0, 1/ 4] such that C11∗2 12 ∗
2!
. We then set (= ∗n+ 4 , w hich f ix es )∈( 0, 1] . ( Note that ∗, (,
and ) depend on the same parameters as C11 . Writing − ( z , R ) for − ( z , R, ( Du) z , R) . Not ing
that C11∗2 1
2
∗2!, and set ting C12= 2C11)- 2+ C10 ( w ith C12 1, depending on n, N , ∀, L and
!) , we have
− ( x 0 , ∗∋) C11∗2− ( x 0, ∋) + ( 2C11)- 2 + C10 )∋2!∗2!H 16(  ux
0
, ∋ +  p 0 )
1
2 ∗
2!− ( x 0 , ∋) + C12∋2!∗2!H 16(  ux0, ∋ +  p 0 ) ( 40)
al long as the smallness condit ions.
∃(  ux
0
, ∋ +  ( Du) x
0
, ∋ , − ( x 0 , ∋) ) 1
16
)2 ( 41)








1 ( 1 - ∗!) 2∗n
4( 1 + Cp ) 2
( 42)
and









( w ith the same dependence as C12) .
The Proof of Theorem 2. 1　Now for a fixed M 1> 1, w e choose to positive depending on n,
N , ∀, L and !, M 1, and ∃(·) such that














1 ( 1 - ∗!) 2∗n
4( 1 + Cp )
2
( 44)
　　We now set H 0= H ( 1+ M 1) , and choose ∋0> 0 ( depending on the same quant it ies as t 0,
and additionally on K (·) ) such that
∋2!0 < t
0
( 4C12 + C21 3) H 160
note that this choice nesures 2C13∋!0H 80< 1
2
) and 2C12∋2!0 H 160 < 1
2
t0 .
Assume that w e have, for some ∋∈( 0, ∋0] .
 ux
0
, ∋ +  ( Du) x
0
, ∋ < 1
2
M 1 ,　and　 − ( x 0, ∋) < 1
2
t 0 ( 45)
　　Then ( 41) , ( 42) , and ( 43) are sat isf ied, and so w e can conclude f rom ( 40)
− ( x 0 , ∗∋) ∗2! 1
2
− ( x 0, ∋) + C12∋2!0 H 160 .
　　Actually the conclusion w ould still hold if the factors of
1
2
w ere not present in ( 45) , but w e
have made the condition move rest rict ive for later purposes.
We can iterate this procedure if w e can ensure, for every j∈N , that
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− ( x 0, ∗j∋) < t0　and　 ux
0
, ∗j∋ +  ( Du) x
0
, ∗j ∋ < M 1. ( 46)
　　Then w e w ould have ( 41) , ( 42) and ( 43) w ith ∋replace by ∗j∋, and hence could conclude
− ( x 0, ∗j + 1∋) ∗2! 12 − ( x 0 , ∗
j∋) + C12(∗j∋0) 2!H 160 . ( 47)
　　We will establish ( 46) by induct ion. We suppose that ( 46) is valid for 0,⋯, j- 1. T hen
− ( x 0 , ∗j∋) ∗
2j !
2j




∗2j!( 2- j − ( x 0, ∋) + 2C12H 160 ∋2!0 )
t 0∗2j ! ( 48)
by ( 45) and by the choice of ∋0. We further calculate
 ux
0
, ∗j∋ +  ( Du) x
0
, ∗j ∋  ux
0
, ∋ +  ( Du) x
0
, ∋ + 1 + Cp∗n/ 2 ∑
j - 1
l= 0












∗n/ 2 ( 1 - ∗!) t
0
M 1, ( 49)
w here we have used ( 48) and ( 45) in obtaining the second inequality , and ( 43) for the f inal in-
equality.
From ( 48) and ( 49) w e see that w e have established ( 46) for all j∈N . Now it is standard
to deduce f rom ( 48) that ∋ →− ( x 0 , ∋) can be dominated, for ∋∈( 0, ∋0] , by a constant t imes
∋2!. Since ( 45) will continue to hold for any x suf ficient ly close to x 0 , w e see that the grow th es-
timate is also valid for any x suf ficient ly close to x 0. F rom [ 5, Theorem 2] w e then infer the de-
sired part ial regularity result . ( cf . [ 18, p127] )
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摘　要　考虑具有可控增长条件的非线性椭圆方程组弱解的部分正则性. 利用 Duzaar 和 Grotowski引
进的弱解部分正则性证明的新方法,该方法是建立在调和逼近技巧一般形式的基础上的,我们把前人的结果
由自然增长条件推广到了可控增长条件 ,并且所得到的弱解导数的 Holder 指标是最优的.
关键词　非线性椭圆方程组; 可控增长条件; 调和逼近技巧; 最优部分正则性
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